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1.The command file DBEXPORT.R3S controls the database export of a 

A. Heterogeneous system copy. 

B. For both systems 

C. Homogeneous system copy 

Answer: B 

 

2.A customer plans to invest in a new and more powerful hardware for his ABAP-based SAP production 

system (no JAVA web As installed). As the operating system and database version are not up-to-date, he 

also wants to change to the latest software version in a single step while doing the system move. 

Current system configuration: Oracle 10.2, AIX 6.1 

Planned system configuration: Oracle 11.2, AIX 7.1 

Is the planned system move a.. 

Which statement is false? 

A. An OS migration 

B. A DB migration 

C. Homogeneous system copy 

D. Hetergeneous system copy 

Answer: D 

 

3.To prevents unintended overlaps between filed names in tables and R3LOAD key words, as well as 

other inconsistencies. 

What do you perform? 

A. Before the data export/Import, R3LOAD performs a syntax check on the *STR files. 

B. After the data export/import, R3LOAD performs a syntax check on the *STR files 

Answer: A 

 

4.Every database vendor provides a JDBC interface for easy database access. Interface? Which JDBC 

interface is used for SAP? 

A. JDBC interface provide by the database vendor 

B. SAP using it own JDBC interface 

Answer: B 

 

5.The ''SAP OS/DM Migration Check Analysis session'' Will be performed on 

A. The production migration source system 

B. The migrated production system after the final migration 

Answer: A 


